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LYNX Technik® greenMachine® Wins Broadcast Industry Award at SATIS 2017
November 21, 2017 – Weiterstadt, Germany -- LYNX Technik AG®, provider of modular
interfaces for broadcast as well as professional AV and industrial signal processing applications,
announces that its greenMachine APP-based and software-defined solution has received a SATIS
audience favorite award in the Diffusion & Distribution category. This is LYNX Technik’s fourth
innovation award for the new greenMachine® platform.
SATIS is an annual event held in Paris, France, highlighting and showcasing the latest audiovisual
developments in broadcast and multimedia technologies.
“Having received two major awards at NAB and IBC for greenMachine, it is an honor to receive yet
another award that acknowledges this product’s innovative features,” comments Sebastian Schaffrath,
Chief Technology Innovation Officer (CTIO) of LYNX Technik. “greenMachine’s true nature is
functional flexibility built around APPs and powerful software. We would also like to thank Bettina and
Julien of our French partner Pilote Films for their great efforts.”
greenMachine is a new concept that offers facilities a different and unique approach to futureproofing their technology investments. By installing different APPs, each greenMachine can be
transformed into a custom processing unit to fit the exact needs of the user. The powerful greenGUI
software provides universal management and control to create and visualize the entire signal
processing chain. A hardware device provides processing power and inputs and outputs, with several
models to choose from.
For more information, please visit www.lynx-technik.com and www.green-machine.com.
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About LYNX Technik:
LYNX Technik AG® is an industry leader and technology provider of modular interface solutions for broadcast
and professional use. LYNX Technik AG is an independent privately-owned company with its headquarters,
research and manufacturing facilities based in Weiterstadt, Germany. Sales and Support is covered through
secondary distribution channels managed from its headquarters in Germany, USA (California), and Asia
(Singapore).
Product brands include: Series 5000® rack and card based series, APPolo control system, yellobrik® standalone
plug-and play modules, the Testor | lite 3G digital test signal generators and the greenMachine ® APP based
signal processing platform.
Products include: audio / video / fiber conversion, audio / video distribution, fiber splitters, CWDM mux/demux,
audio embedding / de-embedding, audio delay, image processing, frame synchronizers, test generators, 4K
transmission solutions, as well as a line of rack frames and accessories.
For more information about LYNX Technik’s products & services please visit: www.lynx-technik.com, www.lynxusa.com, www.green-machine.com. For sales please email info@lynx-technik.com. You can also find LYNX
Technik on Facebook, Google +, Twitter, and LinkedIn.
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